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UNIT 8 VOCABULARY: STANDARD

1 Read the clues and write the words in the puzzle.
What is the missing word?

1 L I G H T S
2 B

3 D
4 S

5 W m
6 B

7 F
1 These help you see in the dark.
2 You use this to cook in the garden.
3 You can keep things in this.
4 You use these to move from the ground floor to the 

first floor.
5 This helps you wash clothes.
6 You put rubbish in this.
7 This keeps food cold.
Missing word: H 

2 Read the sentences and questions and choose the
correct options. 

1 Please can you empty the bin / seat, it’s getting very full.
2 My dad loves cooking burgers on the fridge / 

barbecue in summer.
3 In Asia, a lot of hotels have air conditioning / heating 

to keep cool.
4 This flat is very spacious and it has a roof / bin 

garden too.
5 I will buy another bookcase / drawer this week so we 

can unpack the books.
6 When I fly, I prefer the drawer / seat by the window.
7 In Northern Europe most houses have some form of 

stairs / heating to keep warm in winter.
8 Are the knives and forks in this drawer / light?
9 You’ll find the milk in the air conditioning / fridge.

3 Complete the text with the words in the box.

air conditioning bins fridge 
heating lights washing machine 

There are quite a few rules in our house which we are 
reminded about constantly. First of all, only use the  
1 air conditioning  when it is very hot. In winter, don’t 
turn the 2   up, wear a sweater to keep 
warm. When you throw rubbish in the 3  , 
recycle as much as you can. Use the 4 

 to wash your clothes. After eating, return 
food to the 5  so that it keeps cold. Make 
sure you turn off the 6  when you leave a 
room or go to bed.

4 Read the sentences and questions and choose the
correct meaning of the underlined word.

1 Last week we booked the hotel for our 
summer holiday. 
A reserved B read

2 My grandmother has a beautiful, gold ring.
A telephoned B round object

3 Janet is a very kind girl.
A a variety B nice

4 I think you’ll get a letter from the school next week.
A some characters B an item in the post

5 Did you see the picture of the prince in the paper 
this morning? Jill took it.
A photo B drawing

6 Can you watch the pizza while I prepare a salad?
A tell the time B look at

5 Complete the conversation with the words in the box.

address barbecue book fridge get lost 
kind kind ring roof warm 

A: Hi there, Sally! What are you reading?

B: Hi! It’s a history 1 book  my teacher 
told me about.

A: So, a few friends are coming to my house later. It’s 
sunny and 2 , so I think we’ll have a
3 . There are lots of burgers and 
sausages in the 4 .

B: OK. Well, I’ll bring some snacks.

A: Great! That’s very 5  of you. John is 
bringing some juices. What 6  do you like?

B: I don’t mind. Any juice is good.

A: OK. Do you know my 7  ?

B: Yes. You live on Birch Street.

A: That’s right. Number 10. It’s the house with the red 
8 .

B: OK. I have your mobile number, so I can 
9  you if I 10 . 
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